To our valued customers,
♦ Norquest quoting software changes PK608:
500 series DH/SH products will now show directional arrows to indicate operation. If you don’t see
any arrows, that means the unit is fixed.
Norclad french doors: You will now be able to chose the 3 ½” stiles and head rail and the 4 19/32”
sill rail as many of you have requested.
Slimline doors will now have the automatic gear to match other door handles with the keylock
located over the handle.
Roma handle will be available on the smaller 3 ½” stiles for the wood or clad french doors. Not
available on the folding system as the handle protrusion is longer than the available door holds.
 Addition; The new 5/8” true putty aluminum clad bar is now in Norquest to select.
♦ Misc trim options:
How to use MISC Exterior Casing in Norquest; You have a few available options and it is important
how you enter them to get the right sizes;
Casing w/ Subsill, Casing, Pediment H & Sides, Pediment Head & Pillaster : you input the frame
WIDTH AND HEIGHT of the original unit that the trim needs to be re-ordered. This options comes
with Head, Sill, Left & Right Sides [All Around the unit / 4 pieces] cut to fit the original window.
Casing Only, Subsill Only: you just need to input the frame WIDTH (this acts as the length
needed). This options comes with one long length of casing/subsill [1 piece].
Build your own: depending on what options you choose you can get 4 pieces [all around/4
pieces] or one long length only[1 piece].
♦ Product running change:
All square sdl bars will no longer have a 5 degree bevel. We will deplete the existing stock first so
please specify at order entry if you don’t want the bevel.
♦ Norclad finish pricing;
 Clarification : We offer 9 clad standard finish options in 2605. If you want one of our Wood
available colors with a 2603, chose Norcoat on clad in our quoting software. Good news, we can
have our Norcoat colors matched for a 2605 finish and those will be considered custom clad colors
and the add on will be $2,000.00 list per job.
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